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UNIVERSITY OF
LJUBLJANA

The University of Ljubljana has a rich tradition. With more than 51,000 graduate and postgraduate students,
it ranks as a very large university. Approximately 4,000 higher education teachers are employed in the
university’s 3 arts academies and 23 faculties. With 5,873 students in the 2012/2013 academic year, the
FELU is one of the largest faculties within the university.
The university was founded in 1919 on the basis of a centuries-long tradition in providing education,
remaining the only Slovenian university for half a century. The university is based in Ljubljana, the capital of
Slovenia, a relatively large Central European city with over 300,000 inhabitants. Students account for more
than one-seventh of the population, giving the city a youthful and lively character.
The university’s central office and the majority of schools are situated in the centre of Ljubljana. Several
newer, modern buildings of the University of Ljubljana are located on the city’s outskirts. The university is
renowned for the quality of its study programmes. Since the 2007/2008 academic year, all of the study
programmes are offered in accordance with the Bologna Declaration.

FACULTY OF
ECONOMICS
The Faculty of Economics of the University of Ljubljana (the FELU) was established in 1946 and forms an
integral part of the University of Ljubljana. The University of Ljubljana is a public institution and the largest
university in Slovenia, while the FELU is one of the university’s biggest schools. It is the leading higher
education institution in business and economics in Slovenia with a well-established brand in Europe and
worldwide. The highest standards of quality are paramount to the FELU and it is therefore engaged in
international accreditation processes. In 2006, the FELU became the first business school in SE Europe to
hold the EQUIS accreditation. Since 2010, the FELU has been EQUIS and AACSB accredited, becoming the
first such business school in Central and Eastern Europe.

FROM A REGIONAL LEADER TO
A GLOBAL EUROPEAN SCHOOL

The FELU’s vision for 2020 is to grow from a regional leader to a global European school of business and
economics. The EQUIS and AACSB accreditations have increased the FELU’s global reach. While the FELU’s
position as the regional leader is retained, its renewed focus is on global markets. With this shift, the FELU
positions itself in the strategic group of globally recognised schools with EQUIS and AACSB accreditations.
Mission
To develop principled leaders for work in a globally competitive business environment by combining
economics and business education with innovative research while creating and disseminating knowledge
in a global society.
Slogan
Knowledge for Progress
Vision
To rank among the top business and economics schools in the world by 2020.
Core Values
Integrity, Cooperation, Responsibility, Knowledge and Academic Freedom
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When writing my foreword for the annual report last year I was almost certain that the amazing trend of the
FELU’s development in all areas of its activity could not continue at the same pace. Swimming against the
current of an unfavourable economic environment for so many years should tire even the most agile. Well,
I was wrong. I underestimated the enthusiasm, energy, problem-solving ability with innovative solutions –
put briefly, the quality of staff (academic and professional), students and all other stakeholders of the FELU.
On 30 September 2013 I am stepping down as the Dean of the FELU after having served for six years and
it is the achievements made during my term in office but especially in this academic year that give me the
greatest satisfaction. I am grateful to everyone I have worked with.
The amazing improvements in all of our activities we described in the last annual report were furthered in
this academic year and are shown in the report. But allow me to focus on special achievements that reveal
the breadth, uniqueness, quality and recognition of the FELU’s activities that we are very proud of. Here I
mention just a few of them.
Although it is well known that the FELU is an influential opinion maker, the more than 1,200 citations in the
public media in the 2012/2013 academic year position us among the top players. This was also reflected
among employers as for the first time they openly claimed in the Global Corporate Recruiters Survey and
in the public media that they give priority to our graduates when it comes to employment due to the high
quality of the school.
On the international front, our quality was, for example, recognised by:
•

winning as a coordinator two EU Erasmus Mundus projects of Euro-Asian Cooperation for Excellence
and Advancement worth a total of €5 million;

•

a long-term agreement on the exchange of staff (the first of its kind) and internships of FELU students
with the OECD;

•

establishing as a founding member the ACE – Alliance of Chinese and European business schools;

•

the extremely successful summer school with 509 participants from 39 countries, 25 courses on all study
levels and 29 faculty members (18 foreign); and

•

signing a multi-year exclusive contract with a recognised international company for in-company
programmes in banking operations in six countries in the CEE region; Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Italy (in local languages).

The positive trends in the research area also continued with a record 81 research seminars and the rapidly
increasing publishing of the new Bologna-type doctoral students in SSCI or SCI journals. In this academic
year we even had the first article accepted for the Academy of Management Journal that was co-authored
by our Ph.D. student.
Finally, we continued to follow the logic of »walk our talk« and since sustainability is paramount to the
school we continued to improve our operations with a further reduction of the carbon footprint for which
we won from the EU a two-year grant (€1.6 million + €0.6 million FELU funds). But we also initiated,
together with the Slovenian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Managers’ Association of Slovenia
and the Association of Board Members, the development of a Corporate Integrity platform for Slovenian
companies under the sponsorship of the President of the Republic of Slovenia.
Such results have made writing this report enjoyable and I wish you all enjoyable reading as well.
Dušan Mramor Ph.D., Dean

The FELU’s
Management

Dean

Dušan Mramor, Ph.D.

Vice Dean for Academic Affairs

Andreja Cirman Ph.D.

Vice Dean for Finance and Organisation

Mojca Indihar Štemberger Ph.D.

Vice Dean for Development

Maja Makovec Brenčič Ph.D.

Vice Dean for Research and Doctoral Studies

Aljoša Valentinčič Ph.D.

Secretary General

Marjan Smonig
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The FELU at
a Glance

Knowledge for
Progress

The FELU’s
OrganisatioN Chart

FACULTY
ASSEMBLY

BUSINESS
ADVISORY
BOARD

STUDENT
COUNCIL

GOVERNANCE
BOARD

SENATE

DEAN

SENATE COMMITTEES

EDUCATION

Academic Affairs
Committee

ACADEMIC UNITS

VICE DEANS

Vice-Dean for
Academic Affairs

RESEARCH CENTRES
RESEARCH

Research and
Doctoral Programme
Committee

Vice-Dean for
Research and
Doctoral Studies

Quality Assurance
Committee

Macroeconomics Institute
Institute for South East Europe
Institute for European Programmes and
Studies
Institute for Socioeconomic and Business
Evaluation

HR Planning and
Development
Committee

SECRETARY GENERAL

Public Sector Institute

Academic Unit for Economics
Academic Unit for Money and Finance
Academic Unit for International
Economics and Business
Academic Unit for Management and
Organisation
Academic Unit for Marketing
Academic Unit for Entrepreneurship
Academic Unit for Accounting and
Auditing
Academic Unit for Business Informatics
and Logistics
Academic Unit for Mathematics,
Statistics and Operations Research
Academic Unit for Languages for
Business and Economics

Institute for Tourism

Vice-Deans by
Special Appointment

Institute for Comparative International
Trade Law and Corporate Law

MANAGEMENT TEAM WITH
Academic and Student Affairs Unit
Student Affairs Office
Special Study Programmes Office
International Relations Office
Centre for Student and Career Services
Research Unit
Research Office
Doctoral Programme Unit
Central Economic Library
Publishing
Human Resources Office
Quality Assurance Office
Finance and Accounting Office
IT Office
Facility and Resource Management
Office

Unit for Physical Education

Money and Finance Institute
Management and Organization Institute
Marketing Institute
Center for Entrepreneurship Development

PRIVATELY FUNDED
AND COMMERCIAL
ACTIVITIES

Center for Student Entrepreneurship,
Innovation and Creativity
Accounting and Auditing Institute
Business Informatics Institute
Statistics Institute

CENTRE OF BUSINESS
EXCELLENCE

Office for Corporate and Institutional
Connections
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The FELU in
numbers in
2012/2013

Students
Applications vs Admissions (Full-Time and Part-Time)

Undergraduate
Programme

1,118

1,015

Applications vs Admissions

Graduate
Programme

1,629

882

Applications vs Admissions

One of the FELU’s most popular programmes: European Master’s in Tourism Management (EMTM)

EMTM

Applications
Admissions

370

35

Applications vs Admissions

Students by Programme
Undergraduate students
Graduate students
Doctoral students
3,264
55%

BY PROGRAMME

2,503
43%

106
2%
Students and Graduates

5,873

STUDENTS

57%

43%

3,369 FEMALE

2,504 MALE

1,328 Graduates with a Bachelor, Master or Doctoral degree

Staff
Academic Staff

336

ACADEMIC
STAFF

41%
138 FEMALE

59%
198 MALE
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Professor Designations by the Core Faculty
FULL PROFESSOR
32
19%

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
FOREIGN FACULTY ON SPECIAL
LONG-TERM CONTRACTS

24
14%

35
21%

TEACHING AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT

169/336
Core Faculty
STAFF

SENIOR LECTURER
RESEARCHER

32
19%

The average age of the core faculty is approximately 43

37
22%
7 2
4% 1%

years.

Professional Staff

94

professional
staff

80%

20%

75 FEMALE

19 MALE

Support Functions and Professional Services

EDUCATION SUPPORT
RESEARCH SUPPORT

25
27%

GENERAL SUPPORT
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES SUPPORT

SUPPORT
FUNCTIONS
28
30%

63.5% of the professional staff is younger than 40 years.

6
6%

35
37%

Research
108 articles in international academic journals (66 in SSCI, SCI and ABS journals) by the core faculty
members
61 peer-reviewed academic papers presented at international academic conferences
10 studies and reports produced as part of an international network
65 scientific books and books with scientific chapters

Internationalisation
189 partner schools from 43 countries
8 double and 2 joint degree programmes with 12 partner universities and 117 enrolled students
24 foreign professors among the FELU’s core faculty
93 foreign visiting professors
379 full-time foreign students

266
24%

1,097 exchange students

EXCHANGE
STUDENTS
Incoming exchange students
Outgoing exchange students

509
47%

322
29%

Summer School Programmes

Corporate Connections and Executive Education
Business academies
Seminars & Workshop
In-company Courses

170
30%

EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION

70
12%

8 strategic partners

324
58%
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Academic Affairs

Academic affairs at the FELU are the direct responsibility of the Vice-Dean for Academic Affairs, and
are guided by the Academic Affairs Committee.
The President of the Academic Affairs Committee in the 2011–2013 period is Andreja Cirman Ph.D.,
Associate Professor and Vice-Dean for Academic Affairs.

Study Programmes
The FELU’s wide variety of academic programmes focuses on internationalisation, the strong involvement of
practitioners from business and the professions, and academic excellence.
“As the leading national higher education and research institution and a double-accredited
business school, the FELU provides education at all levels, undergraduate, master’s and doctoral,
and in all key areas of specialisation”.

FELU Enrolment Statistics
The FELU’s strategic orientation in the field of teaching is excellence that should also be achieved by raising
the quality of the students it enrols. Therefore, the FELU is reducing the total number of enrolments,
particularly undergraduate ones, while the number of placements at the postgraduate level has increased
to a certain extent.
Undergraduate students

Graduate students

Doctoral students

2012/13
2011/12
2010/11
2009/10

2000/01
1986/87
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

Undergraduate study programmes
Undergraduate degree programmes last three years. Students can choose between business professional
degree and university degree programmes. Both offer many areas of specialisation.
Highlights:
3,264 undergraduate students in 2012/2013
43% : 57% Male-Female ratio
237 courses offered in English (43.7% of all courses)
922 Bachelor degrees conferred in 2012/20131
1 The period from 1 January 2012 to 31 December 2012

Programmes
in SLOVENIAN
University Degree Programme
Economics &
Business Sciences - BSc
12 specialisations

Professional Degree Programme
Bachelor of Arts - BA
8 specialisations

Programmes
in ENGLISH
University Degree Programme
Economics &
Business Sciences - BSc
2 specialisations
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Duration of Study

3 years (6 semesters)

Scope of ECTS

180 ECTS

Study Status

Full-time & part-time

Specialisation

Full-time

Part-time

In English

Pre- or Post-Experience

University Degree Programme - Economics & Business Science (BSc)
Money and Finance

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Business Economics

•

Slovenian

Pre

International Economics

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Bank and Financial
Management

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Management

•

Slovenian

Pre-

•

Slovenian/
English

Pre-

Entrepreneurship

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Business Logistics

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Business Informatics

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Accounting and
Auditing

•

Slovenian

Pre-

•

Slovenian/
English

Pre-

•

Slovenian

Pre-

International Business

Marketing
Tourism

•

Professional Degree Programme - Bachelor of Arts (BA)
Slovenian

Pre-

Slovenian

Pre-

Slovenian

Pre-

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Entrepreneurship

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Business Informatics

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Accounting

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Marketing

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Tourism

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Bank and Financial
Management 2

•

Public Sector

•

Management

•

International Business

2

•

From the 2013/2014 academic year it will no longer be possible to register in the first year.

Double degree programmes
Double and/or Joint Degree Programme

Partner University

Marketing

Pforzheim University Business School, Germany

International Business

Kyungpook National University School of Business
Administration, South Korea
Pforzheim University Business School, Germany

Graduate study programmes
Besides an MBA and a few general master’s programmes in business and economics, the FELU offers a
number of four-semester specialised master’s programmes that allow the possibility to study in greater
depth in any chosen area. Such study also combines advanced knowledge in business and economics with
the use of modern methodological approaches and develops necessary skills. Students can choose between
15 programmes in the Slovenian language, 14 programmes in the English language, and three programmes
outside Slovenia.

Highlights:
2,503 graduate students in 2012/2013
41.4% : 58.6% Male-Female ratio
14 programmes in English
406 Master’s degrees conferred in 2012/20133
3 Master’s degree refers to the period from January 1, 2012, to December 31, 2012.

GRADUATE
PROGRAMME
Programmes
in SLOVENIAN

Programmes
in ENGLISH

15 Programmes

Study-abroad
Programmes
3 Programmes

14 Programmes

Duration of Study

2 years (4 semesters)

Scope of ECTS

120 ECTS

Study Status

Full-time & part-time

Specialisations
Money and Finance

Full-time

Part-time

In English

Pre- or Post-Experience

•

•

Slovenian/
English

Pre-

•

•

Slovenian/
English

Pre-

Bank and Financial
Management

•

•

Slovenian/
English

Pre-

Management

•

•

Slovenian

Pre-

•

•

Slovenian/
English

Pre-

Entrepreneurship

•

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Business Logistics

•

•

Slovenian

Pre-

•

•

Slovenian/
English

Pre-

Economics

International Business

Business Informatics
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Accounting and
Auditing

•

•

Slovenian

Pre-

Marketing

•

•

Slovenian

Pre-

•

•

Slovenian/
English

Pre-

Business Administration,
MBA

•

Slovenian/
English

Pre-/Post-

Sport Management

•

Slovenian

Pre-/Post-

Management and
Economics in Health
Care

Slovenian

Pre-/Post-

•
Slovenian/
English

Pre-

English

Pre-/Post-

English

Pre-

English

Post-

English

Post-

English

Post-

English

Post-

Tourism

Quantitative Finance
and Actuarial Sciences

•

European Master in
Tourism Management –
EMTM

•

International Master
Programme in Business
Administration – IMB

•

•

Public Sector and
Environmental
Economics – JMPSE

•

Business Administration
– in Skopje, Macedonia

•

Bank and Financial
Management – in
Prishtina, Kosovo

•

Entrepreneurship – in
Prishtina, Kosovo

•

Joint and double degree programmes
Double and /or Joint Degree Programme

Partner University

Bank and Financial Management (double
degree)

BI Norwegian Business School, Norway
ESSCA Angers, France

Money and Finance (double degree)

BI Norwegian Business School, Norway
University of Siena, Italy

Business Informatics (double degree)

New University of Lisbon, Portugal

Quantitative Finance and Actuarial Science
(double degree)

School of Business Stockholm, Sweden

Economics (double degree)

BI Norwegian Business School , Norway
University of Siena, Italy

International Master Programme in Business
Administration – IMB (double degree)

ISCTE University Institute of Lisbon IUL Business
School, Portugal

European Master in Tourism
Management – EMTM (joint degree)

Southern Denmark University, Denmark
University of Girona, Spain

Public Sector and Environmental
Economics – JMPSE (joint degree)

University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Economics,
Bosnia and Herzegovina
University of Nice, France
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Students
The FELU’s student community is the largest in Slovenia and its graduates can be found in the highest
positions in Slovenian and international companies. FELU students typically spend between three to five
years pursuing an undergraduate and/or postgraduate education. Upon graduation, they are well qualified
to find suitable employment related to their academic backgrounds. What distinguishes FELU students from
graduates of other universities is not just the training of their minds, but also their Global and Social mindset. During their time at the Faculty, they are guided by the FELU’s core values where the emphasis is on
Integrity, Cooperation, Responsibility, Knowledge and Academic Freedom.
The Faculty attracts a diverse student population from Slovenia, and from all around the globe.
“With 379 full-time foreign students and more than 1,000 exchange students annually (including
summer programmes), the FELU is becoming a symbol for academic internationalisation in
Slovenia.”
Based on its longstanding tradition, strong international relations, wide range of full- and part-time
programmes, great corporate connections, awards for excellence etc., the FELU is able to pick the best and
brightest students. In addition:
•

The FELU offers extra-curricular, co-curricular and athletic opportunities to students.

•

The FELU pays special attention to students with special needs.

•

FELU students can change their status from part-time to full-time (and vice versa).

•

The FELU offers an individual tutor to every exchange student.

•

FELU students gain good exposure to cross-cultural experiences.

•

The FELU is building an open-minded student society.

Personal and Professional Development of Students
The Centre for Student and Career Services (CERŠ) helps students with their learning process, the development
of personal and professional skills, and career planning. Therefore, personal student development is
integrated into regular course work. In 2012/2013 the CERŠ has organised many workshops aimed at
students developing their learning and communication skills, and their overall effectiveness. These include
Rhetoric, Presentation Skills, Effective Learning, Effective Writing, Managing Stress during the Exam Period,
Interpersonal Skills, Personal Effectiveness, Computer Skills etc. Graduates of the FELU are competent for
positions in renowned national and global companies when the Faculty sends them out into the world.
The CERŠ also provides organisational support for introductory tutorship, course-specific tutorship, and
tutorship for students with special needs and support for student internship programmes and cooperates
with many international companies.

Alumni
Primary goals of the FELU Alumni Club are to connect former students of the FELU, to build strong community
connections, transfer and develop knowledge, and share experiences.
“With almost 8,000 alumni club members, the FELU Alumni Club is the biggest community of
business and economics graduates in Slovenia.”

»For many years I have been successfully cooperating with the Faculty of Economics, which gave
me good basics and knowledge to start my business career. I am delighted to see how much
progress the Alumni Association has made in recent years, and I also believe that by joining forces
we will do even better.«
Janez Škrabec, Managing Director of Riko and Alumni Club President
Raising member involvement
The Alumni Club also offers its members career, professional and personal development and counselling,
along with information about other alumni and active participation with the Club. The success of the
Alumni Club depends on the involvement of its members and therefore there are many ways to get actively
involved in the Club: on-line networking with colleagues, taking an active part at Alumni events, joining
subsections’ organising committees, articles (EFnet on-line network, website), assistance in organising and
conducting various events, sponsoring events, establishing professional associations within the Alumni Club
etc. In addition, to keep the FELU alumni connected a LinkedIn Alumni group and Facebook fan page have
been set up.

ALUMNI Events
The FELU Alumni Club organises over 20 events each year, including high quality annual social gatherings,
Alumni forums, Alumni& events and other interesting activities on different topics: “China, a country of
business opportunities«, »The present and future state of the financial system in Slovenia”, “Contemporary
challenges of family business”, “Useful advice when entering the Russian market”, “Doing business in India”
etc.
At the beginning of 2012, the FELU started with the ALUMNI& series of events. The first of these events was
held early in 2012 and was called ALUMNI& Lior Manor (the world-famous mind reader). The event and its
main attraction Lior Manor impressed FELU alumni members and raised the level of their creative thinking.
Under the “ALUMNI& Brand” the following events were held: ALUMNI& Andrej Miklavc, ALUMNI& Design
Thinking and Ward Crawford & ALUMNI: Long lasting success of companies.

ALUMNI Subsections
In 2013 the Alumni Club established many subsections to serve the different interests of our many members.
For now there are four different sections: Business informatics, Business administration, Gourmet and Golf.
The FELU Alumni Club hosted Delo’s Person of
the Year and ideological leader and the heart of
Ana’s Little Star, Ana Lukner.
“Being true to yourself, following your
dreams and being who you are – this leads
to success.”
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Research and
Doctoral
Programme

Research and development has always been a central part of the FELU’s organisational culture. Research at
the FELU is the direct responsibility of the Vice-Dean for Research and Doctoral Studies. Research
activities are guided by the Research and Doctoral Programme Committee.
The Chair of the Research and Doctoral Programme Committee in the 2011–2013 period is Aljoša
Valentinčič Ph.D., Associate Professor, Vice-Dean for Research and Doctoral Studies.

The research findings represent new discoveries in economics and business studies, and are included in
business processes in all areas of the FELU’s activities. The Faculty has traditionally actively participated
in shaping research policy in Slovenia, and places a special emphasis on transferring research findings to
students at all three levels of its Bologna programmes and to society as a whole.
The FELU promotes courage, acumen, diversity and innovation in research and motivates researchers to
publish their findings.

Excellent opportunities for research
Motivational mechanisms:
• research funds: An individual research fund; the Dean’s fund and additional individual research funds;
• a system for reducing the teaching load;
• the Best Research Paper Award;
• integration into various research networks by the core faculty members;
• the new Rules on Promotion require faculty members to present at least one research paper in the
elective period;
• introduction of annual interviews and preparation of individual research plans; and
• PhD students must, prior to defending their doctoral thesis, publish at least one paper in a journal
recognised for promotion by the FELU.
The Research Office’s expertise and activities:
• the Research Office offers complete professional and administrative assistance in the preparation
and registration stages of projects, management and monitoring which includes weekly research
seminars and research-related training seminars. Some of the most recent seminars include “How to
Publish in Good (SSCI) Journals”, “EndNote Software – to Help with Quoting”.
“In the last year there were 81 research seminars in total.”
Investments:
• in databases, research software, hardware and database coverage. A large number of research
software licences has been purchased (e.g., Stata, LIMDEP, nLogit) and database access broadened;
• renovation of the Central Economics Library and establishing the open access policy; and
• the complete repositioning of the Economic and Business Review (EBR) to make this journal attractive
for publications.

“Being a young researcher at the Faculty of Economics, University of Ljubljana is a privilege. The
institution provides an excellent and very stimulating working environment for research. The
employees have a lot of expert knowledge and are more than happy to share it with new associates.
To assist with the administrative work, there are special technical departments which ensure that
the research processes run smoothly. The Faculty also offers all the necessary resources a young
researcher needs, such as access to scientific papers in top scientific journals, the provision of
funds for participation at scientific conferences, seminars and courses etc. Since the Faculty of
Economics carries out many research projects, it enables a young researcher to actively participate
in practical work and acquire practical experience. It is very important for every young researcher
to have good collaboration with his/her mentor. My experience is very good since my mentor is one
of the most eminent experts in the field I am trying to tackle in my doctoral dissertation. We have
established excellent cooperation with each other in both pedagogical and research processes.
If I had a dilemma, members of the academic unit I belong to would also be always available
and ready to support me. With their experience and knowledge they have really helped me a lot.
The very strong involvement of the employees at the Faculty of Economics in the global research
network also simplifies ‘access’ to most of the world’s leading researchers.”
Luka Tomat, Young researcher and PhD student at the FELU
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Doctoral Programmes
The doctoral programme in Economics and Business follows the most advanced forms of doctoral study in
the EU and around the world. The FELU actively participates in discussing issues related to the development
of PhD programmes in the EU and beyond. The Vice-Dean for Research and Doctoral Studies is a member
of the EFMD Doctoral Programmes Steering Committee.
At the FELU doctoral studies are organised in small groups of students and build from core research
knowledge to many possibilities of specialisation. The programme is designed for those wanting to improve
their research skills by gaining the latest scientific knowledge in the chosen field, deepening their skills in
qualitative and quantitative analysis, and thus developing the skills needed for conducting research at an
internationally competitive level.
Highlights:
106 doctoral students in 2012/2013
53.3% : 46.7% Male-Female ratio

Programme
Doctoral Programme in
Economics and Business

Duration
(in Years)

Mode

3

Full-time/
Part-time

Pre-or PostExperience

Language of Instruction

Pre-/Post-

English

“In 2012/2013 16 students attended the PhD Summer School at the FELU.”

“The Faculty of Economics at the University of Ljubljana is one of the most prominent and
recognised higher education institutions in the region and, in my opinion, it may serve as a ‘rolemodel’ for schools in Bosnia and Herzegovina where I come from. Besides the guaranteed quality
that is offered by the internationally accredited diploma, one of the main motivators for me to
enrol in the FELU PhD programme was to learn from top scholars and to do my PhD research with
the quality guidance of the FELU professors. The programme lived up to my expectations and, even
more, I created a valuable network of contacts of both my peers and professors.”
Maja Arslanagic, FELU Doctoral Student, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Research Output
In the 2012/2013 academic year, the FELU participated in 6 research programmes, 5 research projects,
and 6 bilateral projects commissioned by the Slovenian Research Agency. It also participated in 13 target
research projects, 14 European projects and 12 projects commissioned by the EC and various
ministries, agencies and corporate clients.

The FELU’s research projects may be divided by types of clients and contract value:
Research projects commissioned by
the Slovenian Research Agency (SRA)

18%

Research and consulting projects for
Slovenian and international companies
European and other
international projects
Research projects commissioned
by various ministries and agencies
Data: 2008–2012

21%
45%

16%

The FELU’s core faculty members regularly produce original contributions to knowledge that are effectively
disseminated worldwide. Papers published by the core faculty include FT top 45 journals (Academy of
Management Review, Organisation Science, Accounting, Organisations & Society, Journal of International
Business Studies etc.), top interdisciplinary journals (PNAS etc.) and leading journals in specific fields
that the FELU is covering in its research (e.g. International Journal of Hospitality Management). From 2000
to 2012, the FELU’s research output published in international journals with a JCR impact factor
increased from 10 to a total of 66 SSCI/SCI/ACHI papers.
FELU Publishing Trend
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Academic Papers
Category

2007-2011

2008-2012

2012/2013

No.

Percent

No.

Percent

No.

Percent

All Academic Papers

638

100.0

620

100.0

108

100.0

SSCI/SCI/ABS Papers

240

37.6

265

42.7

66

61.1

Sources: SICRIS Database, Web of Science Database, and ABS Ranking Table, 2012

Best published paper awards
To pursue its goal of promoting research and helping to advance its quality the FELU established an annual
awards programme. The programme is open to authors of articles from the FELU. The criteria for the
award is based on the relative ranking of journals in which articles are published, listed in the Social Science
Citation (SSCI) and Science Citation Index (SCI) as defined by Thomson Reuters. The award, both cash and
non-cash, is given annually for the three best articles published in the previous calendar year.
2012 Awards for the best articles published:
1. Award: PODOBNIK, Boris, VALENTINČIČ, Aljoša, HORVATIĆ, Davor, STANLEY, Harry Eugene (2011).
Asymmetric Lévy flight in financial ratios. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United
States of America, 108 (44), 17883-17888. JCR 2010 IF 9.771
2. Award: PERKO, Igor, GRADIŠAR, Miro, BOBEK, Samo (2011). Evaluating probability of default:
intelligent agents in managing a multi-model system. Expert systems with applications, 38 (5), 5336-5345.
JCR 2010 IF 1.924
2. Award: ČATER, Barbara, ŽABKAR, Vesna, ČATER, Tomaž (2011). Commitment in marketing research
services: two alternative models. Journal of business economics and management: transition processes in
Central and Eastern Europe, 12 (4), 603-628. JCR 2010 IF 3.866
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Top research papers 2012/2013
2013
ČERNE, Matej, NERSTAD, Christina G. L., DYSVIK, Anders, ŠKERLAVAJ, Miha (in print). What goes
around comes around: knowledge hiding, perceived motivational climate, and creativity. Academy of
Management journal. DOI: 10.5465/amj.2012.0122.
JCR 2011 IF: 5.608, SSE, management; 2/168(1); ABS 4
SHARIFI TEHRANI, Mohammad, VERBIČ, Miroslav, CHUNG, Jin Young (2013). An analysis of adopting
dual pricing for museums: the case of the national museum of Iran. Annals of tourism research. 43,
58-80.
JCR 2011 IF: 3.259; SSE; sociology; 3/138(1); ABS 4
EPSTEIN, Marc J., REJC BUHOVAC, Adriana, YUTHAS, Kristi (in print). Managing social, environmental
and financial performance simultaneously.
Long range planning. DOI: 10.1016/j.lrp.2012.11.001.
JCR IF: 2.197, SSE, planning & development ; 4/54(1); ABS 3

2012
LINDIČ, Jaka, BAVDAŽ, Mojca, KOVAČIČ, Helena (2012). Higher growth through the blue ocean
strategy: implications for economic policy.
Research policy, 41 (5), 928- 938.
JCR 2011 IF: 2.52, SSE, planning & development 2/54(1); ABS 4
VALADARES DE OLIVEIRA, Marcos Paulo, MCCORMACK, Kevin P., TRKMAN, Peter (2012). Business
analytics in supply chains: the contingent effect of business process maturity. Expert systems with
applications, 39 (5), 5488-5498.
JCR 2011 IF: 2.203, SE, operations research & management science 5/77 (1); ABS 3
BREZIGAR MASTEN, Arjana, MASTEN, Igor (2012). CART-based selection of bankruptcy predictors for
the logit model. Expert systems with applications, 39 (11), 10153-10159.
JCR 2011 IF: 2.203, SE, operations research & management science 5/77 (1); ABS 3
DWYER, Larry, KNEŽEVIĆ CVELBAR, Ljubica, EDWARDS, Deborah, MIHALIČ, Tanja (2012).
Fashioning a destination tourism future: the case of Slovenia.
Tourism management, 33 (2), 305-316
JCR 2011 IF: 2.597, SSE, environmental studies 7/88(1); ABS 4

The FELU Professors Miha Škerlavaj, Ph.D. and Professor Matej Černe, Ph.D. were selected
as winners of the 2013 CEEMAN Champions’ Award in the Research category for their work
focused on the study of knowledge and innovation management at the level of an individual,
team, company, and economy. Together, they have already published 24 SSCI-ranked papers in
esteemed SCI/SSCI indexed journals, including one accepted for publication in The Academy of
Management Journal, one of the highest ranked academic outlets in the field of management
with a 2012 impact factor of 5.91.

In the past few years, FELU professors have been published in a number of other internationally recognised
journals, including Decision Support Systems, Energy Policy, Financial Management, International Journal
of Hospitality Management, International Journal of Information Management, International Journal
of Forecasting, International Journal of Information Management, International Journal of Production
Economics, Industrial Management + Data Systems, Journal of Sustainable Tourism, Journal of Travel
Research, Journal of Business Economics and Management, Journal of Strategic Information Systems,
Management Accounting Research, Technological Forecasting and Social Change, Telecommunications
Policy, Urban Studies etc.

Research Conferences
In 2012/2013 the following research conferences were organised at the FELU:
• Doctoral Student Conference
• EFMD Doctoral Programmes Conference (May 2013)
• European Workshop on Applied Cultural Economics, EWACE 2013
• IATE 2013 (International Association for Tourism Economics)
• 12th Annual Conference of the European Network for Business and Industrial Statistics (European
Network for Business and Industrial Statistics – ENBIS)

Agreements between the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and
the Faculty of Economics, University of Ljubljana (FELU). The agreements signed by the Dean of the
FELU Dušan Mramor and OECD Secretary General Angel Gurria aim to help exchange the know-how and
experience in research, analysis and the forming of economic policies.
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R&D and Innovation
The Centre of Excellence for Biosensors, Instrumentation and Process Control – COBIK (www.
cobik.si/en):
COBIK was established in 2009 by four industrial partners and four Slovenian research institutions; the
FELU is one of them and is serving as a coordinator. As the applicant, the FELU together with its partners
successfully acquired EUR 10 million for a four-year period.
“Today COBIK employs more than 80 highly qualified researchers and developers who work
in five laboratories in the fields of control systems, instrumentation, bio-engineering, biosensorics and new materials.”
Ever since it started, COBIK’s strategic orientation has been the fast development of solutions which are
further enhanced in industry straight after the research phase.
There is also a multitude of excellent achievements, the development of three one-of-a-kind educational
programmes and several research activities which all show interesting results to be transferred to industry
by 2013. COBIK has also established its first spin-offs and spin-outs.
COBIK is successfully approaching the final stages of its operation and Rebeka Koncilja Žgalin, the CEO,
emphasised the main achievements:
65 technological innovations
5 patent applications
64 prototypes
3 spin-offs and spin-outs
establishment of the Centre for Biotechnology
establishment of the CERINNO Centre for Innovation Research
establishment of the COINVEST Regional Investment platform
establishment of a world-wide research and business network
acquisition of more than EUR 1.2 million in new project funding for the 2014-2016 period.
five laboratories in the fields of control systems, instrumentation, bio-engineering, biosensorics and new materials.”
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Corporate
Connections
and Executive
Education

With the aim of strengthening executive leadership capacity and taking on a more active role in executive
and professional business education, consulting and in overall corporate relations, the Centre of Business
Excellence (CBE) was established in 2011 as an independent centre.
Founders of the CBE are the University of Ljubljana and five international companies: BTC, Gorenje,
Kolektor, Mercator, and NLB. The CBE is governed by a board whose President is Dušan Mramor Ph.D.,
Full Professor and the FELU’s Dean.

The Business World
The FELU connects all of its activities with the business world to create a nexus of ideas and opportunities
with a positive effect on everyone involved (businesses, students, researchers, and the faculty). The FELU
has institutionalised its links to the corporate world through numerous processes and structures. Within the
FELU the three most important organisational units in this respect are the Centre for Business Excellence
(CBE), Quality Assurance Office, and the Student and Career Services Centre (CERŠ). With the vision
to react promptly to market signals and to meet the specific needs and preferences of companies and
individuals, many other new approaches have been developed in the past few years.

“The CBE strives to build comprehensive and strategic partnerships within the rapidly changing
economy and provide mutual benefit to our business partners and the FELU. We are standing
on a bridge between the FELU and the business sector and it is a privilege to work for a futureoriented school that enjoys such strong support from business. I hope that the CBE is a place where
leaders support each other and grow together in their wisdom.”
Monika Lapanja, CEO of the Centre of Business Excellence

Strategic Corporate Partnership
This is the most advanced form of partnership between the Faculty and the business world, and it helps
support realisation of the Faculty’s strategy in a specific development segment.
The FELU has formalised many corporate connections through long-term partnership contracts. Overall,
however, the decades of developing high-quality relationships with the business community have resulted
in strong social capital for the FELU which is revealed whenever the FELU needs support from the business
community, e.g. in finding sponsors for events, recruiting guest lecturers, participating in research surveys
etc.
By frequently interacting with the external community the FELU’s Public Relations Office has had a great
impact. In 2012/2013, more than 1,100 articles, commentaries and opinions in the media (newspaper
articles, blogs, radio and TV commentaries and panels) were published in public media, which positions the
FELU among the top players. This was also reflected among employers since for the first time they openly
claimed in the Global Corporate Recruiters Survey 2013 (CRS 2013) that they give priority to our graduates
when it comes to employment due to the high quality and reputation of the school. The employers also
pointed out that past experience with the FELU plays a key role in the process of hiring a new candidate.
Within the context of competence evaluation, the employers confirmed that the ability to communicate and
establish good interpersonal relationships is what matters the most.
The FELU has a Business Advisory Board which consists of representatives of international companies and
banks. The Business Advisory Board is involved in the strategic planning process at the FELU by providing
strategic guidance and evaluating results.

Members of the FELU’s Business Advisory Board
Name and Position in the Company

Company

Franjo Bobinac, CEO

Gorenje Group, Slovenia

Matej Narat, CEO

Sava Group, Slovenia

Toni Balažič, CEO

Mercator Group, Slovenia

Tatjana Fink, CEO

Trimo, Slovenia

Tomaž Berločnik, CEO

Petrol, Slovenia

Rok Uršič, CEO

Instrumentation Technologies, Slovenia

Jože Mermal, CEO

BTC, Slovenia

Stojan Petrič, CEO

Kolektor Group, Slovenia

Herman Rigelnik, CEO

ACH, Slovenia

Cvetka Selšek, CEO

SKB banka, Slovenia

Uroš Slavinec, CEO

Helios, Slovenia

Janez Škrabec, CEO

Riko Group, Slovenia

Janko Medja, CEO

NLB Group, Slovenia

Matjaž Rakovec, CEO

Zavarovalnica Triglav, Slovenia

Jože Colarič, CEO

Krka, Slovenia

Emil Tedeschi, CEO

Atlantic Group, Croatia

Sandi Češko, CEO

Studio Moderna Group, Slovenia

Gligor Bišev, CEO

Sparkasse Bank, Macedonia

Matej Potokar, Group Manager for Central and
Eastern Europe

Microsoft, Europa

Biljana Weber, CEO of the Slovenian Branch

Microsoft, Slovenia

Aleksander Zalaznik, CEO

Danfoss Trata, Slovenia

Yuri Sidorovich, Senior Partner in Charge,
Slovenia

Deloitte, Slovenia

Cristofer Droste, CEO

Hella Saturnus Slovenija

Aleš Štrancar, CEO

Bia Separations, Slovenia

Ivo Boscarol, CEO

Pipistrel, Slovenia

Aleš Bratož, CEO

Revoz, Slovenia

By hosting experts from the business world during lectures, creating business and case studies commissioned
by companies, suggesting thesis topics (bachelor and master’s levels), student visits to individual companies
etc., the FELU is further strengthening its position in the business world. The most important results of the
FELU’s strategy, policies and key management processes regarding the interface with the business world in
2012/2013 included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

172 guest speakers from business and professions in undergraduate and graduate master’s
programmes;
80 lecturers in open courses were practitioners from the professions or from business, 25
foreign professors, and 30 FELU professors were involved in executive education;
25 business awards and recognitions for students and their projects;
17 company visits and excursions; and
199 internships were completed in Slovenia and 48 abroad.
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Executive & Business Education Profile
The FELU’s programme offer in the field of executive education has the longest tradition in such education
among all Slovenian education and training institutions. The primary focus is to develop and strengthen the
ability to bring innovative ideas and strategies into an organisation. The realisation that many companies
are today under intense economic pressure and other major changes which represent new challenges
and demands for executives is leading the FELU towards closer cooperation with company executives and
professionals.
Besides the MBA Programme, Business Academies are one of our core values in the field of Executive
Education. They are trend-setting programmes and a great example of what the market needs. Further,
because participants need solutions that can be immediately integrated into their business process CBE
organised the Days of Business Excellence for the first time. With the many workshops, case studies and
interesting guests from the field of economics, leadership, marketing, law, HRM etc., the participants had
a chance to put their creativity into practice. There is also a completely new Global Leadership Academy,
which was developed in order to respond to the challenges facing today’s leaders: complexity, diversity,
uncertainty.

1. MBA – Master of Business Administration
MBA – Master of Business Administration is a two-year post graduate business education programme
for individuals with adequate work experience, and a willingness to upgrade their managerial skills and
knowledge to the level of globally skilful leaders. The FELU’s MBA offers what a person needs to rise from
a middle to top management position: a global business worldview, a capacity for analysis, assessment,
judgement and action, effective judgement and action, listening, public speaking and persuasion, conflict
resolution skills etc.
Courses are given by excellent professors and a variety of practitioners from the business world. Lecturers
are highly involved with the corporate world through education, research and counselling.

Highlights:
14 FELU MBA students enrolled in 2012/2013
36 years is average age of participants
70 % : 30 % Male-Female Ratio
Experienced middle and senior managers from various industry sectors
“The FELU’s MBA sows the seeds of a successful business and personal life.”
Andreja Cirman, PhD., Vice-Dean for Academic Affairs and MBA Programme Director

2. Business Academies
Business Academies respond to changes in the business environment and cater to the needs of the market
and fundamental business decisions. The Academies are organised as practical, interactive several-day
modules involving a vast range of practical experience and a wide network of experts from different fields.

Programme

Content

International Business
Academy in Tourism

One of the best executive programmes in the field of Tourism in Eastern Europe.

Leadership and Sales
Academy

An efficient and professional programme for salespeople in need of the
knowledge, skills and capabilities required to fully leverage the sales potential
of a company.

Global Leadership
Academy

With a highly international class of senior leaders from South-East Europe and
South Korea, advanced strategic and leadership topics, progressive teaching
methods and world renowned lecturers, the Global Leadership Academy is
the biggest innovation in executive education and provides access to the latest
global trends in this field. Therefore, the Academy serves as a crucial training
vehicle for today’s and tomorrow’s leaders. The Academy will be carried out
in three countries (USA, Slovenia, South Korea), in leading global corporations
(Plug and Play Tech Center, Cisco System, Samsung, LG Electronics, Hyundai)
and in leading business schools (UC Berkeley, Center for Executive Education,
Haas School of Business; Stanford Business School; Faculty of Economics,
University of Ljubljana; Innovation Center of Kyunpong National University).
The Academy is being developed in 2013 and will be offered in 2014.

Internationalisation
Business Academy

The Academy offers all important strategic and tactical knowledge on market
entry, internationalisation, negotiations, relevant laws, institutional help of the
environment and effective presentation.

Corporate Finance
Academy

This Academy covers all important topics on corporate finance to help
participants better navigate through long-term and short-term financial
decisions, including on changes in the level of indebtedness, the payment of
dividends or purchase of new shares. Risk management, hedging against risk
and other topics are also discussed.

Business Processes
Academy

Designed for companies planning to enhance their performance and efficiency
by improving business processes.

Family Business
Academy

This Academy was designed to address the needs of family businesses and to
help family owners select the most appropriate governance and ownership
structures.

Sustainability
Leadership and
Inspiration Academy

Business reality for making a business more efficient. The Academy provides
its participants with the knowledge and tools to be able to apply sustainability
principles to their business in a way that is beneficial to people, the planet and
profit.

3. Executive Summer School
The international Ljubljana Executive Summer School “The Persuasive Change Leader” (15–19 July 2013)
was developed to respond to the major challenge facing managers of organisations today. The programme
is led by Patrick C. Flood, a professor of Organisational Behaviour at Dublin City University, and John
McMackin, a lecturer and consultant on change management, strategy and human resource management.
The programme adopts a strong practitioner perspective and is highly interactive.
“In 2012/2013, 16 participants from middle to senior management positions of leading
international and regional companies attended the FELU Executive Summer School.”

4. Open Seminars
Intensive programmes for key employees are organised in the form of seminars and workshops that bring
understanding of complex business problems together with the latest scientific findings.
Benefits:
	The intensive programmes are designed to meet the needs of individuals and organisations.
	The programme portfolio and methodology is designed in collaboration with the FELU,
associates and experts from the business community.
	The training programmes match academic thought and best practice experience gained
from the latest research findings.
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5. In-company Courses
In-company development courses are tailored to the specific needs of individual organisations. These include
short programmes (from 1 to 2 days), long programmes (3 days or more), and in-company
business academies (modular delivery over several months).
In 2012/2013 the FELU/CBE carried out many in-company courses for the following companies: Triglav d.d.,
Petrol d.d., Telekom Slovenija d.d., One Macedonia, the Government of the Republic of Kosovo (Vlada
Republike Kosovo), Banka Celje d.d., Bosch and Siemens Home Appliances Group, NLB, Modra Zavarovanica,
Abanka etc. Moreover, a multi-year exclusive contract was signed with a recognised international company
for in-company programmes in banking operations in six countries in the CEE region; Slovenia, Croatia,
Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Italy (in local languages).
Benefits:
	The courses address issues of practical relevance to individual companies.
	Training and development programmes are customised through cooperation between
Programme Directors and clients and may range from short courses to consultancy projects.
	The course calendar is adjusted to suit clients’ requirements.
	They strengthen contacts and partnerships.

Consulting & Applied Research
The FELU/CBE has a long tradition in consulting. The core faculty members’ expertise spans from strategy
development and building effective organisations, business process reengineering to managing costs,
managing risks etc.
“In 2012/2013 the FELU was engaged in consultancy and research projects for companies
(selected examples): Laško Group, Nova KBM Group, HIT, Bosch and Siemens Home Appliances
Group, Novo Nordisk Slovenija etc.”

Alumni
The FELU’s Alumni Club is the strongest connection between the FELU and the business world, and the
biggest community of business and economics graduates in Slovenia. For more information, see page 22.

Executive and Business Conferences & Events
The FELU’s strong research output, expertise, internationalisation and connections with the corporate
world provide grounds for building up the capacity of the FELU as a leading partner in organising business
conferences for top executives, managers and business experts. These include the Portorož Business
Conference, the Conference on Business Process Management, the COBIK conference, Student
Business Conference etc. Executives are also invited and regularly participate at lectures given by prominent
speakers at the FELU. In addition, the Corporate and Institutional Connections Office cooperates with the
CBE in networking with the FELU’s alumni executives.

Securing Funds – The University of Ljubljana Faculty of
Economics Foundation
The Foundation’s finances and other resources provide scholarships for outstanding students from Slovenia
and abroad, support visits by established international professors, and contribute in other ways to the
excellence of the FELU.
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International
Affairs

The FELU creates a lively international environment with professors, students, partners, and visitors from all
around the world.

Worldwide Partners
“To provide our students with the best possible career and personal development, the FELU
is involved in 189 exchange agreements with universities in 43 countries around the world.”
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International agreements in 2012/2013
Number of Erasmus agreements

158

Number of bilateral agreements

31

Total number of agreements

189

Number of countries

43

Number of FELU Agreements

150

Number of UL Agreements

39

The FELU is a member of several international organisations and associations, such as EFMD (European
Foundation for Management Development), AACSB (The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of
Business), EIASM (European Institute for Advanced Studies in Management), NIBES (Network of International
Business and Economic Schools), CEEMAN (International Management Development Association), NAFSA
(Association of International Educator) etc. In 2013, the FELU become a founding member of the new
Strategic Alliance of Chinese and European business schools (ACE).
Map of partner universities and student exchanges for the 2012/2013 Academic Year

Europe
Partner universities: 163

NORTH AMERICA
Partner universities: 5

Incoming students: 278
Outgoing students: 239

Asia
Partner universities: 14
Incoming students: 32

Incoming students: 7

Outgoing students: 13

Outgoing students: 8

Africa
Partner universities: 1
Incoming students: 0

SOUTH AMERICA
Partner universities: 5
Incoming students: 2
Outgoing students: 3

Outgoing students: 0

Australia and
New Zealand
Partner universities: 1
Incoming students: 3
Outgoing students: 3

COUNTRY

INSTITUTION

AUSTRALIA

Queensland University of Technology (QUT)

AUSTRIA

Fachhochschule Kärnten, Carinthia University of Applied Sciences
Fachhochschule Wiener Neustadt für Wirtschaft und Technic
MCI Management Center Innsbruck
Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien
FH der Wirtschaft Graz (CAMPUS 02)
FH Joanneum Gasellschaft mbH Graz
Universität Wien, Department of Business Administration
Alpen Adria Universitat Klagenfurt, Faculty of Management and Economics
University of Applied Science Upper Austia/ School of Management

BELGIUM

Solvay Brussels School of Economics and Management (SBS-EM) - ULB
Universiteit Antwerpen
EPHEC Univeristy College
KULEUVEN, Faculty of Economics and Applied Economics
UCL Louvain School of Management

BRAZIL

Universidad de Sao Paulo, Faculdad de Economics, Administracao E Contabilidade de Ribeirao Preto

BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA

University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Economics

BULGARIA

American University of Bulgaria, Faculty of Economics

University of Mostar, Faculty of Economics

New Bulgarian University

CANADA

Queen’s School Of Business, Queen's University
HEC Montreal
University of Quebec, Montreal (UQAM)
University of Victoria, Peter B. Gustavson School of Business

CHINA

Shanghai Institute of Foreign Trade
City University of Hong Kong, College of Business
Faculty of Business, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

COLOMBIA

Universidad de los Andes, School of Management

CROATIA

University of Split
Zagreb School of Economics and Management
University of Rijeka (Faculty of Economics/Opatija/Pula)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Economics
University of Dubrovnik
University of Osijek

CZECH REPUBLIC

Masaryk University, Faculty of Economics and Administration, Brno
Tomas Bata University in Zlin
University of Pardubice
Czech Technical University in Prague
University of Economics, Prague

DENMARK

Aarhus School of Business, University of Aarhus
Copenhagen Business Academy
University of Southern Denmark

FINLAND

Aalto University School of Business
Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied Sciences
Hanken School of Economics
HAAGA-HELIA University of Applied Sciences
Lahti University of Applied Sciences
Laurea Univerity of Applied Sciences Polytechnic
Jamk University of Applied Sciences
Satakunta University of Applied Sciences

FRANCE

Audencia Nantes School of Management
EPSCI (ESSEC Business School)
Ecole de Management Strasbourg - Université de Strasbourg
EM Lyon Business School
ESC Bretagne Brest / FBS
ESCP Europe
Euromed Management Toulon
Groupe Ecole Supérieure de Commerce de Clermont, France (ESC Clermont) / FBS
Groupe EDHEC - School of Management (Grande Ecole & Espeme Prog.)
Groupe ESC de Toulouse (Toulouse Business School)
Groupe ESC Dijon Bourgogne - Burgundy School of Business
Groupe ESCEM - Ecole Supérieure de Commerce et de Management / FBS
Groupe ESSCA - Ecole Supérieure des Sciences Commerciales d'Angers
Groupe Sup de Co Amiens Picardy School of Management / FBS
ISC - Institut Supérieur du Commerce Paris
Paris Graduate School of Management- Ecole Superieure de Gestion (ESG)
Reims Management School
Rouen Business School
SKEMA Business School (prej: CERAM Business School)
TELECOM BUSINESS SCHOOL
Université Catholique de Lille - IESEG School of Management
Bordeaux Management School

GERMANY

Berlin School of Economics and Law (HWR Berlin)
Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel
Univeristy of Cologne (Universitat zu Koln), Faculty of Management, Economics and Social Science
EBS Business school/EBS Universitat fur Wirtschaft&Recht i.GR.
Europa Universität Viadrina Frankfurt (Oder)
Fachhochschule Düsseldorf, University of Applied Sciences
Fachhochschule Osnabrück, University of Applied Sciences
Hochschule München / Munich University of Applied Sciences
Humboldt-Univeristät zu Berlin, School of Business and Economics
Frei Universitat Berlin
Frankfurt School of Finance and Management
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Technische Universität Chemnitz
Universität Mannheim
Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main
University of Applied Sciences Worms
HHL (Leipzig) / Leipzig graduate school of management
Westfälische Wilhelms-Univerität Münster
Pforzheim University of Applied Sciences
Duale Hochschule Baden- Wuerttemberg Mosbach, DHBW Mosbach
Fachhochschule Nordhausen
Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft Dresden
Universität Augsburg
Universität Leipzig
Universitat Paderborn
Georg Simon Ohm University of Applied Sciences Nuremberg

HUNGARY

University of Pécs, Faculty of Business and Economics
Corvinus University of Budapest/ Budapesti Corvinus Egyetem

INDIA

Sharda University, Delhi
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IRELAND

Dublin City University (DCU) Business School
University of Limerick

ITALY

Seconda Università degli Studi di Napoli
Università degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia
Università degli Studi di Roma "La Sapienza"
Università degli Studi di Siena
Università degli Studi di Trieste
Università degli Studi di Torino

JAPAN

Akita International University

KAZAKHSTAN

Kazakhstan Institute of Management, Economics and Strategic Research - Bang College of Business
L.N.GUMILYOV Eurasian National University

LATVIA

Riga Technical University
University of Latvia

LITHUANIA

ISM University of Management and Economics
Siauliai University

MACEDONIA

Ss. Cyril and Methodius University Skopje

MEXICO

Technologico de Monterrey (ITESM - Monterrey Campus)
Technologico de Monterrey (ITESM - Campus Ciudad de Mexico)
Universidad de Monterrey (UDEM)

MONTENEGRO

The Faculty of Economics Podgorica

NETHERLANDS

Stenden University (CHN - Christelijke Hogeschool Noord-Nederland)
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven
Tilburg University /Tilburg School of Economics and Management
Universiteit van Amsterdam, Faculty of Economic and Business
Maastricht University
VU University Amsterdam
Hogeschool Rotterdam / Rotterdam University
University of Groningen / Faculty of Economics an Business
Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen School of Management

NORWAY

BI Norwegian Business School

POLAND

Kozminski University
Lazarski School of Commerce and Law
Poznan University of Economics
University of Economics in Katowice
University of Gdansk
Warsaw School of Economics

PORTUGAL

ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute (ISCTE-IUL Business School)
Universidade Católica Portuguesa
Universidade Nova de Lisboa in ISEGI
Universidade Técnica Lisboa - TU Lisbon/ Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão
Universidade do Porto, School of Economics and Management (FEP)

ROMANIA

Universitatea Danubius Galati (Danubius University)

RUSSIA

State University of Management, Moscow
Saint Petersburg State University, School of Management

SERBIA

University of Belgrade, Faculty of Economics

SINGAPORE

National University of Singapore, School of Business (NUS)

SLOVAKIA

University of Economics in Bratislava

SOUTH AFRICA

University of Stellenbosch Business School

SOUTH KOREA

Kyungpook National University (College of Economics & Business Administration)
Yeungnam University (College of Commerce & Economics )
Yonsei University, School of Business
Keimyung University, Daeugu

SPAIN

Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
Universidad de Oviedo
Universitat de Girona
Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona
Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Universidad Politécnina de València, Escuela Politecnica Superior de Gandia
Universidad Politécnina de València, FADE
University of Jaen
Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Universidad de Alicante
Universidad de Cádiz
Universidad de Huelva
Universidad de Leon
University of Deusto, Deusto Business School (Bilbao)
University of Deusto, Deusto Business School (San Sebastian)

SWEDEN

Jönköping International Business School
Linköpings Universitet
Stockholm University School of Business
Umeå University

SWITZERLAND

ZHAW School of Management and Law, University of Applied Science
University of Zurich, Faculty of Economics, Business Administration and IT
University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland

TURKEY

Bilkent University
Dokuz Eylül Üniversitesi, Faculty of Business
Koç University
METU Middle East Technical University
Sabanci University
Anadolu University
Izmir University of Economics
Istanbul University

UK

Birmingham City University
Strathclyde Business School, University of Strathclyde
University of Northumbria at Newcastle
University of Salford
Aston Business School

USA

Drury College Springfield
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International mobility
International students
The FELU’s programmes attract students from nearly every corner of the world. However, due to its
geographic location, the focus of the FELU’s international activity is on Europe. More than 60% of its
international students come from Western Europe. However, in the last few years the FELU has expanded
its international collaboration in almost every direction. The biggest growth involves students from Asian
countries, particularly China and Central Asia.
International students can study as a full-time foreign student or as an exchange student (Erasmus, Erasmus
Mundus, Bilateral, CEEPUS) for one or two semesters.

“My student exchange in Ljubljana was everything I could hope for: lots of new friends, traveling,
partying, and much more. The FELU is a good school and has some of the most characteristic
teachers that I’ve ever had. The most important thing I experienced there was my own inner
growth, going there without knowing anybody and gaining this kind of international new friends
and adventures is something you can’t really experience otherwise in life. The time in Ljubljana
will always stay in my heart :)”.
Jukka Hyttinen, Erasmus Exchange Student from Finland

Student Exchange programmes
The Faculty of Economics is involved in various exchange programmes: Erasmus Student Mobility for
Studies, Erasmus Student Internship, Erasmus Intensive Programme, Erasmus Multilateral Projects, Erasmus
Mundus Partnership, Erasmus Mundus Master Programme, Bilateral Agreements, CEEPUS (Central European
Exchange Programme for University Studies), EEEA Grants and Norway Grants, and KEUDOS.

277

163

2009/2010

260

176

2010/2011

Incoming students

309

238

2011/2012

322

266

2012/2013

Outgoing students

In 2012, the FELU become a coordinator for the partnership and mobility programme of the EURO-ASIAN
Cooperation for Excellence and Advancement 1 (Euro-Asian CEA) for a four-year period. The Euro-Asian
CEA 2 partnership has been confirmed again in 2013 in a total amount of EUR 2.6 million for a further four
years. The multidisciplinary consortiums consist of 20 partners, nine from EU countries and eleven from
Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan).
“As the Euro-Asian CEA coordinator, the FELU is creating a sustainable network of universities
from EU and Central Asia and enables students on all study levels as well as academic staff to
study, research, teach or work in the European Union and Central Asia.”

In the light of facilitating the mobility of students, academic and professional staff, the FELU also became a
partner in 4 Erasmus Mundus Partnership Projects in a total amount of EUR 14.3 million (India – coordinator
Lund University, Sweden; Latin America countries – coordinator Deusto University, Spain; Uzbekistan –
coordinator Wageningen University, the Netherlands; and West Balkan countries – coordinator University
of Ghent, Belgium).

Academic and Staff Exchange
Faculty members of the FELU have the opportunity to participate in academic exchange programmes which
can occur within the framework of the ERASMUS and CEEPUS programme or in other forms of bilateral
exchange.
“More than 100 professors participate in our exchange programme each year. The majority of
professors at the FELU completed at least some of their studies abroad.”
Selected Examples of FELU Academic Exchanges in the 2012/2013 Academic Year:
Anja Svetina Nabergoj Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Academic Unit for Economics and Academic Unit for
Entrepreneurship, has been a lecturer at the Hasso Platner Institute of Design, Stanford University,
USA, since March 2011. She co-teaches a course at that Institute entitled Collaborating with the Future:
Launching Large Scale Sustainable Transformations that focuses on designing and launching scalable system
transformations. She is also teaching Executive Education Programmes including a Design Thinking Boot
Camp and Customer Focused Innovation. Moreover, she co-founded the Research as Design team that
developed the curriculum to teach creative problem solving to young scientists and Ph.D. students.
Irena Vida Ph.D., Full Professor, Academic Unit for Marketing, Academic Unit for International Economics
and Business and Academic Unit for Management and Organisation, has been a visiting professor at the
Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien (Institute for International Marketing and Management), Austria
since 2002. She teaches short modules in the field of Cross-cultural Communications in Marketing and
Sales (last assignment in June 2013), and has worked with colleagues at WU-Vienna on various international
research projects. She has also been a visiting professor at the ESCP-European School of Management –
Paris, France campus since 2004; she teaches a course in International Marketing in the Triad Markets in
the Master programme International Business Project Development (last assignment in September 2013).
Jelena Zorić Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Academic Unit for Economics and Academic Unit for Mathematics,
Statistics and Operations Research was on a research visit at ETH Zurich, Centre for Energy Policy and
Economics (CEPE), Switzerland, from February to September 2012. With the head of the institute, Prof.
Dr. Massimo Filippini, she collaborated on two research projects involving estimation of the impact of energyefficiency measures on the underlying energy efficiency of the residential sector in the EU member states,
and identification of the determinants that influence decisions on energy-efficient renovations of Slovenian
households. She continues to cooperate with the CEPE institute as a research affiliate.
Matevž Rašković Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Academic Unit for International Economics and Business
and Academic Unit for Marketing, stayed at the Shanghai University of International Business &
Economics (SUIBE), Shanghai, China from November 2012 to February 2013. He was teaching in the
field of International Business and How to do business with China.
Miha Škerlavaj Ph.D., Adjunct Associate Professor, Academic Unit for Management and Organisation,
was at the BI Norwegian Business School, Department of Leadership and Organisational Behaviour,
Norway, from June 2011 to August 2013. He worked in the field of organisational behaviour (knowledge
hiding, creativity, job crafting, innovation etc.) and teaching an Organisational Network Analysis Ph.D.
course and an MSc & Executive MBA workshop.
Miroslav Verbič Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Academic Unit for Mathematics, Statistics and Operations
Research and Academic Unit for Money and Finance was at the Kyungpook National University, South
Korea from July to September 2013. He was teaching Econometrics and researching the subject of panel
VAR modelling.
Peter Trkman Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Academic Unit for Business Informatics and Logistics was a
visiting researcher at the Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia.
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Tanja Dmitrović Ph.D., Associate Professor, Academic Unit for Marketing, was on a four-month
sabbatical at EM Lyon, France, Department of Markets & Innovation, and at Freie Universität Berlin,
Germany, Fachbereich Wirtschaftswissenschaft, in the Marketing Department. She worked on a
research project on product nationality.
Our foreign visiting professors are also very important. Selected examples of guest professors at
the FELU in 2012/2013:
Christopher Winship Ph.D., Harvard University, USA was teaching in the Doctoral Programme for the
subject of Advanced Regression Analysis and held a research seminar entitled “The Causal Implications of
Mechanistic Thinking: Identification Using Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs)”.
Frank Hartmann Ph.D., Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus University, Nederland taught the
subject Managerial Performance Evaluation and Remuneration at the FELU as a guest professor.
Aviv Shoham Ph.D., Graduate School of Management, University of Haifa, Israel, has been a guest
professor at the FELU numerous times over the past several years. In 2013, he taught for the research
seminar “Publishing research - journal selection and paper write-up”.
Hongjun Zhao Ph.D., Professor of Economics, University of International Business & Economics (SUIBE),
Shanghai, China, and Vice Dean, School of International Economics and Trade, Shanghai, China, Visiting
Scholar, University of Chicago, USA, held the research seminar “What is the future of Chinese economic
development? Chinese economy in 10 or 20 years”.
Oded Stark Ph.D., Distinguished Fellow, University of Bonn, University Professor, University of Klagenfurt,
Adjunct Professor, University of Tubingen, Honorary University Professor, University of Vienna, Distinguished
Professor, Warsaw University, and Distinguished Professor, Warsaw School of Economics, was a visiting
professor in the Doctoral Programme in the subject of advanced perspectives in the Analytics and Policy
Design of International Migration.

“I had an excellent 2012/2013 academic year at the FELU in terms of teaching, mentoring, and
research. With Professor Maja Makovec Brenčič and Assistant Professor Matevž Rašković, I teamtaught a graduate course on the International Business Environment. I am very impressed by the
quality of FELU students, their ability to grasp theoretical concepts and research methods, their
keen curiosity, and strong presentation skills. I mentored the graduate thesis of Ms. Nina Stajčić.
I also started a research project with Professor Nevenka Hrovatin and Assistant Professor Jelena
Zorić examining factors impacting firms’ decisions to invest in environmental technology. I look
forward to continuing my work with my FELU colleagues and students in the future.”
Nives Dolšak Ph.D., University of Washington School of Marine Affairs and Interdisciplinary Arts and
Sciences, USA, and a visiting professor at the FELU
Selected examples of FELU staff exchange for the 2012/2013 academic year:
Martina Petan, Central Economic library, visited BI Norwegian, Oslo, Norway.
Smiljana Zajec, Head of the Quality Assurance Office and Tamara Kaše, Head of the Human Resources
Office, visited Aston University, Birmingham, UK.

The Confucius Institute
The Confucius Institute (CI) operates on the FELU’s premises under the supervision of the Chinese state
office for spreading the Chinese language in Beijing (the Hanban-Office of Chinese Language Council
International). More than 300 CIs and 200 Confucius classrooms have been established in 94 countries, but
only a few in the world are business-oriented, and CI Ljubljana is one of them.
“The CI promotes Chinese culture and Chinese business language and acts as a bridge between
the business worlds of Slovenia and China. It also educates citizens about Chinese culture.”
The CI’s main highlights in 2012/2013:
establishment of two Confucius Classrooms (CC)
the Youth Summer School in Ljubljana and Novo mesto
the Shanghai Summer School for Students
Chinese Cultural Month
Upcoming CI Event
The international scientific conference “CEE – China cross-cultural dialogue,
education & learning” is based on the spirit and values of Confucius. The conference’s mission is to create a
cross-disciplinary platform for scholarly, educational and professional dialogue, learning and communication,
and is connected to the development and enhancement of China-CEE relations in all aspects.

The Ljubljana Summer School
One of the FELU’s most successful internationalisation activities is the Ljubljana Summer School “Take the
Best from East and West”, introduced in 2000. Over the course of three exciting and challenging weeks,
students attend class, interact with companies, discover the local culture, and socialise with people from
around the world. The Ljubljana Summer School has spawned two “offspring” – the PhD Summer School
and the Executive Summer School.
“The Summer School 2013 hosted 509 participants (398 foreign students, 111 Slovenian
students) from 39 countries. There were 25 courses available with 18 foreign lecturers (29
lecturers, altogether).”
Number of participants and countries involved in the Ljubljana Summer School
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International Research and Business Conferences
Selected international conferences in 2012/2013: EFMD Conference, IATE 2013 (International Association
for Tourism Economics), Portoroz Business Conference, Student Business Conference, Business Process
Management, 12th Annual Conference of the European Network for Business and Industrial Statistics
(European Network for Business and Industrial Statistics – ENBIS), COBIC Conference, EBR Conference, FDI
(Foreign Direct Investment) Summit Slovenia etc.
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Quality Assurance

The Quality Assurance Office plays a key role in the development, monitoring and reporting of quality at the
FELU and acts as the faculty’s contact point for quality improvement and enhancement issues.
The President of the Quality Assurance Committee in the 2011–2013 period is Nada Zupan Ph.D., Associate
Professor.

A Source of Quality
The quality of the FELU’s activities is regularly evaluated and all participants and stakeholders are involved
in the process.
“The FELU’s assurance of the learning process provides support and assistance to staff and
academic units undertaking a quality review. Through the assessment of the teaching and
programmes, the FELU is developing and maintaining new programmes, the modification and
review of programmes, curriculum changes, learning outcomes and ensuring the enhancement
of quality in teaching, learning and research areas.”
Programmes are regularly evaluated via feedback from students, the Steering Committees with representatives
of the business and professional communities, and faculty members. The responsibility for quality is clearly
assigned to academic units when it comes to education programmes and to department heads for their
support activities. They are responsible for periodically reviewing the processes and outcomes, preparing
a quality report, planning corrective actions and assessing the improvements. The Quality Assurance
Committee (with student representatives) periodically reviews results and at the end of the year a report on
quality is prepared and discussed by the Senate (again with student representatives as members).

“The focus on intensive internationalisation and quality assurance in all our activities was the
guiding principle of our efforts in the last school year. Valuable accredited partners, exchanging
students and faculty from all continents; international projects which position the FELU as a bridge
between East and West; demanding standards in research and teaching; successful cooperation
with business – all strengthen our will to progress despite the challenging circumstances in the
higher education sector in Slovenia and internationally. All of these efforts were acknowledged by
EQUIS and national accreditations.”
Maja Makovec Brenčič Ph.D., Vice-Dean for Development

The main instruments for quality monitoring include:
•

student evaluations of programmes, courses, the learning experience, and teachers;

•

an external evaluation of written exams performed by professors from other higher education institutions;

•

an evaluation of learning goals and objectives at the programme level through a series of steps ensuring
a closed-loop assessment;

•

Steering Committees’ monitoring of quality assurance at the programme level – members of the
Steering Committees are the head of a programme, student representatives, and business community
representatives;

•

an annual review of the progression rates and study results of students in all programmes;

•

participant evaluation of executive education (programmes, delivery, lecturers, and the Centre of
Business Excellence);

•

employer evaluations of student internships and of the services provided by the Centre for Student and
Career Services;

•

participant evaluation of the workshops provided by Centre for Student and Career Services and of the
Quality Assurance Office;

•

general satisfaction surveys among the staff, students and alumni;

•

an assessment and guidelines provided by the Business Advisory Board;

•

performance assessment interviews with the faculty;

•

research output measurement and evaluation in terms of the quantity and quality of publications;

•

Annual reports including key performance indicators for all activities and units;

•

self-assessment reports submitted to the university; and

•

self-assessment and update reports as part of international accreditation processes.
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Key strengths of the FELU’s Quality Assurance:
contemporary teaching and learning methods
outstanding research achievements in specific fields, such as business processes,
organisational sciences, accounting, finance etc.;
strategic partnerships with accredited and double accredited schools;
excellent corporate connections;
know-how in international network coordination;
excellent resources on all three campuses;
a Beta Gamma Sigma chapter (BGS) for the best FELU graduates as the highest recognition
a business student anywhere in the world can receive in a business programme accredited
by AACSB International;
world-class expertise in the organisation of international conferences and events; and
active participation in EFMD and AACSB committees and other management education
institutions.

National and International Accreditations
The highest standards of quality are paramount to the FELU and thus the FELU is engaged in national and
international accreditation processes.
The FELU is a nationally accredited higher education institution
All the FELU Programmes (except for MBA) are accredited by the Slovenian Quality Assurance Agency for
Higher Education (NAKVIS).
The FELU is an EQUIS Accredited Business School
EQUIS (the European Quality Improvement System) is the accrediting body at the European Foundation
for Management Development (EFMD) and the leading international system for the quality assessment,
improvement and accreditation of the best business schools in the world. After its first accreditation in
2006, the Faculty continues to play an active role in setting the high standard of quality improvement. The
FELU was EQUIS re-accredited in 2009 and 2012. These achievements confirm that the study programmes,
research activities, faculty and staff all meet the highest international standards.
The FELU is an AACSB Accredited Business School
AACSB International (the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business) is an American organisation,
with over 1,200 educational institutions and organisations in more than 70 countries. AACSB International
accreditation represents the highest standard of achievement for business schools around the world. For
students seeking the finest education, this is one of the most important affirmations of the right choice of
business school. The FELU become AACSB accredited in 2010.
The FELU is a TEDQUAL Accredited Business School
TedQual is the accreditation of the World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO – United Nations World Tourism
Organisation) and is given by the UNWTO.TedQual Themis Foundation. For the third consecutive time, in
2012 the school was awarded the TEDQUAL certificate for its excellence in tourism education. The FELU
became TedQual certified in 2002, followed by re-certification in 2006.

Awards
Students with an outstanding study achievement receive FELU Awards and Commendations, and may
contend for the University Prešeren Award. In addition, FELU students regularly participate in various business
competitions such as the Trimo Research Award, Marketing Prospect Award, SID Bank Award, Krka Award,
Koper Bank – Intensa San Paulo “Customer Satisfaction University Award”, Imagine Cup (Global Student
Technology Competition), and Luka Koper Award.
In the 2012/2013 academic year numerous awards and prizes were granted to students whose work was
particularly outstanding, and selected highlights include:

A special award was given to the student Dominik Weber who was participating in Peak Time 2012, the
largest international student business competition.
Lea Pfajfar, a graduate student of the International Business Programme, received the award “Kadrovski
up 2013”, for her master thesis: “The role of learning network centrality, job characteristics and personality
traits in employee work engagement”, which was created under the supervision of Prof. Miha Škerlavaj.
Luka Pavlenč took third place in the Ron Brown Forum, which is dedicated to the memory of US Secretary
of Commerce (1993–1996), Ron Brown.
Lejla Perviz and Tina Geč were awarded for the best master’s thesis in the field of marketing with the
“Marketing Prospect Award”, which is granted every year by the Slovenian Marketing Association.
The FELU’s MBA programme manager, Maja Kožuh, was among the five finalists of the AmCham Top
Potential of the Year 2013, which certainly represents great potential among young business leaders.
Upcoming The Master Programme of International Business is in the process of obtaining a Certificate for
Quality in Internationalisation. The certificate will be given by the European Consortium for accreditation (ECA).

“Efforts to raise the quality of all areas of our operations encouraged us to work even closer to find
ways to ensure better teaching. Linked to this, a full-day educational conference was organised
for the first time. After the introduction where motivational workshops took centre stage, we shared
experiences and developed ideas and proposals for improvements to the criteria of teaching
excellence, teaching in large lecture halls and international groups, the integration of teaching
and research, and ethics in the teaching process. In the afternoon, our colleagues introduced us
to technological innovations and modern teaching methods. The mass participation of teachers
and professional staff involved in the educational process proved that the conference was a step
in the right direction. The enthusiasm regarding the exchange of good practices and display of
innovations guarantees that a number of ideas may be put into reality. With this we want to place
students in the centre, to enhance personal contact, a good attitude and the transfer of useful
knowledge.”
Nada Zupan Ph.D., President of the Quality Assurance Committee
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Social
responsibility

The FELU aspires to develop ethically responsible students who respect their social and natural environments
as reflected in the FELU’s mission, vision and values. The FELU’s Ethics Committee, a core part of the
FELU’s integrity structure, is responsible for integrity management and coordinating the initiatives of actors
whose activities have an impact upon the organisational members’ integrity.
The President of the Ethics Committee is Iča Rojšek Ph.D., Full Professor.

Walk our Talk
Social responsibility within the FELU’s Education Programmes is one of the FELU’s major goals. The FELU
creates educational frameworks, materials, processes and environments that enable effective learning
experiences for responsible leadership.

Solar Power Plant
With the connection of the solar power plant into the distribution network (December 2011) the Faculty of
Economics became the first faculty in Slovenia to have built a solar energy plant. On the Faculty’s roof 432
modules with a total power of 105 kW have been installed, with their operation expected to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions by 57.84 tonnes annually.
Details of the FELU Solar Power Plant
Plant Name:

mFE Ekonomska fakulteta

Location:

Ljubljana, Slovenia

Plant power:

105,000 kWp

Annual Production:

approx. 110,250 kWh (1,050 kWh/kWp)

CO2 avoided:

Approx. 77.2 tonnes per annum

Energy-efficient Rehabilitation Project
The FELU prepared an Energy-efficient Rehabilitation project based on the results of energy efficiency
expertise for system improvements and optimisations, and gained EUR 1.6 million for its implementation
from the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport and from the EU Cohesion Fund. As part of the project
the Faculty will build a new environmentally-friendly heating, cooling and ventilation system and replace the
entire wiring system and lights in all Faculty areas, which will provide the FELU with estimated savings of
heat of [872 MWh/year] and electricity savings of [305 MWh/year].

In order to foster a culture of socially responsible and sustainable awareness and to promote ethical behaviour
among students, faculty and staff, the FELU’s Code of Ethics was created. The main section is built around
five core values: integrity, responsibility, knowledge, academic freedom, and co-operation. The Code
of Ethics is publicly displayed on the FELU webpage, its summary (a one-page document) is on public display
in all classrooms to spur the ethical behaviour of the FELU community, and students are informed about the
ethical standards during Orientation Day.

“The issue of whether business schools should promote ethics, social responsibility, and sustainability
in their curricula is no longer up for discussion. With growing sensitivity toward social and
environmental issues and shareholder concerns in the corporate world, business schools must
strengthen the ethical values within their communities and guide by example.”
Adriana Rejc Buhovac Ph.D., Associate Professor of Management, EQUIS Coordinator, and member
of the Ethics Committee
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Fostering sustainable growth through social responsibility
awareness
Social responsibility is integrated into the majority of courses and in overall curricula.
All business-related tracks at the undergraduate and graduate levels have a specific socialresponsibility-related learning goal and supportive learning objectives.
	Ethics, social and environmental responsibility, or sustainability topics, are integrated into
undergraduate and graduate theses as well as into doctoral dissertations.
	The FELU embraces the concept of sustainability as its identity in interaction with all
stakeholders (students, employees, business partners, society).
	To fully realise its social responsibility, the FELU tries to enhance and disseminate the
visibility of its good practices in social and environmental areas through the FELU’s social
and environmental responsibility website.
	The FELU has committed itself to the Principles for Responsible Management Education
(PRME) and the Six Principles advocated by the United Nations responsible management
education initiative.
	The FELU was the first higher education institution in Slovenia to have an energy efficiency
expertise for system improvements and optimisations, and the first institution to have
adopted its own Travel Plan to improve the school’s accessibility and promote more
sustainable travel choices among its students and employees.

Major achievements in 2012/2013:
“The Smart city challenge project with the Adriatic region in focus”: The aim of the project was
to evaluate the goals and problems of specific cities in the region, with sustainable solutions proposed for
the future. The specific focus was on transportation and safety issues, which were identified as the most
problematic in the region. The recommendations and solutions in line with the IBM products and services
were particularly concentrated on ecology and sustainability issues, by answering the question of how to
improve the lives of city inhabitants and their visitors.
Challenge: A future competition: The FELU’s students are encouraged to participate in the Challenge
– a future competition to address the global sustainability challenges through open collaborative innovation
in which students can show and apply their knowledge, ideas and creativity.
With the aim of creating an environment where knowledge, collaboration, accountability, integrity and
academic freedom are upheld, the website “Our values” was established.
Raising environmental awareness through innovation, the FELU’s Eco Team (Ekotim) is an important
driver of community relations management. The team is led by a faculty member and is administered by
a specialist from the Corporate and Institutional Connections Office. The Eco Team was formed in 2009
and encourages employees and students to organise and implement various ‘green’ activities, such as:
regular measurements of waste and natural resource consumption on the FELU premises (water, electricity,
energy for heating etc.), waste separation and disposal, calculation of the FELU’s Carbon Footprint, refuse
collections for recycling purposes (paper, used mobile phones, and batteries), newsletters for students
and FELU employees with a section on sustainability, establishment of a webpage “Corporate Social
Responsibility”, a green round-table “Eco-entrepreneurship”, raising awareness and educating.
Decreasing the carbon footprint: The results of the Eco Team’s activities and green investments at
the FELU have led to a reduction of the size of its carbon footprint. The FELU’s efforts to track its carbon
footprint started in 2009 as part of the Faculty’s strengthened orientation toward social and environmental
responsibility.
The Green Leaf Consortium (GLC) involves cooperation between four universities (Cleveland State
University, USA; Cologne Business School, Germany; Groupe ESC Clermont, France; University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Economics, Slovenia). Its purpose is to advance transatlantic sustainable business education under
the auspices of the EU-US Atlantis Programme. The Consortium’s goals include promoting the transatlantic
mobility of students, exchanging students for study, research and participation in educational programmes.

The Re.think project, initiated in 2009 by the FELU’s corporate partner Si.mobil (a branch of Austrian
Mobilkom), continues to increase the environmental awareness of FELU students. It involves stickers with
the slogan Re.think for all natural and energy resources and promotes recycling.
The FELU’s Travel Plan in partnership with the Urban Planning Institute of the Republic of
Slovenia was developed and confirmed in 2012. The overall aim of the project is to promote more
sustainable travel choices and reduce reliance on car travel. The Travel Plan helps reduce costs, increases
productivity, and improves the well-being of employees and students. It also shows a commitment to social
and environmental responsibility. To ensure the effectiveness of the measures included in the plan, the
project team made site assessments, carried out a questionnaire-based survey (with over 1,000 students and
100 employees participating), and conducted 15 semi-structured interviews with students and employees
(with a particular focus on the needs of the disabled). The survey revealed a strong interest in the increased
use of public transport and other environmentally preferred commuting choices. More precisely, 38.5
percent of students and 47.9 percent of employees stated that they were already thinking about reducing
car use for their daily trips.
Eco Investments in infrastructure to further facilitate academic activities: The FELU was the first
higher education institution in Slovenia with an energy efficiency expertise for system improvements and
optimisations. Investments included automatic gliding doors at all FELU entrances, solar panels on the FELU
premises, energy saving bulbs, energy efficient computer hardware, the installation of collective printing
and copying equipment in major hallways etc.

“The FELU has established very fruitful and socially responsible dialogue with the Association of
Friends of Youth Participation (Zveza prijateljev mladine - ZPM) in the “Botrstvo” project. The
dialogue was established in 2012 and involved all of the FELU’s students, staff and teachers. The
aim of the project was to improve the quality of life of Slovenian children and adolescents. The
FELU helped collect food and clothing and voluntary cash contributions. The extent of engendering
a sense to help our fellow humans was remarkable.”
Anja Svetina Nabergoj Ph.D., Assistant Professor and Project Initiator

Corporate social responsibility communication
Corporate public relations focuses on communication with a variety of target audiences in order
to better understand the responsible management.
The FELU’s faculty are important opinion-makers and their professional relevance is reflected in the
positive publicity they generate. Professors regularly publish articles or present their professional positions,
commentaries and opinions in the media (newspaper articles, blogs, radio and TV commentaries and panels).
Frequent interaction with the external community – guest lecturers and practitioners from
business and professional communities.
Organising public discussions and debates on various institutional and economic reforms and their
implications, environmental issues, the financial crisis etc.
Dialogue with students through the monthly newsletter featuring a section on sustainability, and
through the FELU’s “Corporate Social Responsibility” webpage, as well as partnering with companies
that promote corporate responsibility.
As part of the awareness and respect for our planet, the FELU communicates an organisation’s CSR and
environmentally friendly practices through Green PR.
Communicating Ethical Values through a variety of projects, such us alerting students through banners
posted on examination sheets: “Reveal what you know. Don’t cheat” etc.
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Infrastructure

The control and oversight of the FELU’s financial and asset management is performed by the Governance
Board.
The President of the Governance Board in the 2011–2013 period is Mojca Indihar Štemberger Ph.D., Full
Professor, Vice-Dean for Finance and Organisation.

The FELU Campus
The FELU campus is located in the northern part of the capital city of Slovenia and is easily accessible by car
or public transport (city bus lines). Within walking distance there are two BicikeLJ stations. BicikeLJ system
stations in Ljubljana consist of a main terminal and individual racks to which special bikes are attached. The
BicikeLJ system encourages inter-modality and eco-friendly choices. For employees, three Bigfish folding
bikes are available during the day. For people with reduced mobility, the Travel Plan envisions a drop-off
point for shuttles, signage for the blind and visually impaired, and additional parking for the disabled. For
car users, the FELU will introduce a drop-off point for car-poolers.
Apart from the main campus in Ljubljana (Slovenia), the FELU operates on two campuses abroad:
in Prishtina (Kosovo), and in Skopje (Macedonia).
In Prishtina, the facilities include two classrooms with all necessary equipment, one computer lab with
10 computers, and a small open-access library.
In Skopje, lectures are held on the premises of the Skopje Fair with one Diplomatic Hall and a computer
room. Both classrooms are equipped with an LCD and a microphone system. One classroom is equipped
with multimedia equipment.

The FELU’s main campus facilities
The FELU’s main campus facilities are well-equipped, maintained and adjusted to suit the needs of people
with disabilities (e.g. sliding doors, ramps etc.). There are four big lecture halls, 46 classrooms, eight
computer rooms – six of which are used for teaching purposes, while the other two provide FELU students
with free access to computer equipment. Moreover, the well-maintained grounds give the FELU campus its
own character and feel.

Multimedia facilities
To support the use of contemporary teaching and learning methods, all teaching halls and classrooms are
equipped with multimedia equipment. Since 2012/2013, MBA students have a new multimedia classroom
with a high-capacity video-system co-financed by the CBE and Cisco Systems.

IT infrastructure & Computer network
The FELU has a campus-wide IT infrastructure and computer network that connects the 740 computers
used by the faculty, staff and students. There are over 120 computers in the computer rooms, more than
50 computers in the lecture rooms that are used in the teaching process, more than 30 computers in the
Central Economics Library (CEK) and another 80 computers that are freely accessible to students (most
of them during the library’s opening hours). The FELU also built a multifunctional study room and a new
computer lab. The firewall was upgraded and new security policies were put in place.
All computers have Internet access and are equipped with all software relevant to the teaching process. The
FELU provides free wireless access to students with their own equipment (laptops or handheld computers)
across the campus.

Informatisation
In 2012/1013 the FELU continued improving the IT infrastructure, and the business processes modelling
and information system. In the area of the educational process, the FELU further improved the student
information system with an application for measuring the achievement of study goals and student
questionnaires. Moreover, the FELU established a group for using new technologies and methodologies in
the educational process.
In the area of the research process and international affairs, a new application for project management and
an electronic signature system were introduced. Besides that, a CRM system that is used in several areas is
in the implementation process. Improvements were also made to the Faculty’s information security system
and some other infrastructure.
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Library Facilities
The Central Economics Library (CEK) is the leading and largest scientific and academic library for business
and economics studies in Slovenia. In May 2012 the reconstructed and refurbished premises of the library
were reopened to the public, providing spacious and friendly working and socialising space on two floors.
The library is an active member of the national library and information system COBISS and the national library
consortium COSEC. This new library supports the needs of faculty members, students and researchers and
is available to anyone who may find it useful.
The FELU has invested a lot in assuring web access to a well-balanced selection of important databases and
e-journals
“With more than 245,000 printed books, theses, research papers, periodicals, and non-book
materials access to many electronic resources, fitted with the most recent scientific literature,
reference material and textbooks in the open shelves access, licenced access to a number
of high quality electronic journals and databases, the new library stands for modern quality
standards in the academic environment”.
The library maintains an extensive inter-library loan and document supply service with 116 national and
32 international libraries. In order to support efficient and adequate information on European integration
processes the library includes a special department, the European Documentation Centre (EDC), which was
co-founded as part of a national research project.
For easier access to its services and information sources, the library maintains its own web homepage in
Slovenian and in English. In 2012 alone, some 1 million visits to the webpage were recorded. Access
to databases and e-journals is provided through the library’s website to users either on the premises (IP
authentication) or by way of remote access from other locations as provided through the University of
Ljubljana proxy servers where a licence so permits. According to university statistics, FELU users belong to
the second most important group in this respect.

Publishing
Apart from the regular publications, scientific and professional monographs, the Economic and Business
Review journal etc., the book series “Maksima” was revived and the first monograph “Napredni
management” (“Advanced Management”) was published. Further, in collaboration with Mladinska knjiga,
Slovenia’s biggest publisher, special packages of study materials for first-year students are being prepared
for the first time.

Sports
The FELU supports various sport activities and the Unit for Physical Education. Along with curricular sport
activities (for the first-year undergraduate students), the Unit organises sports activities for senior and
exchange FELU students. Each year, over 1,500 students regularly attend sports activities which include 15
disciplines. Sport is also very popular among the FELU staff, for the first time, a FELU Marathon Team was
established. Staff participants will be trained to run 10 km, 21 km or 42 km in the Ljubljana Marathon.
Moreover, the FELU is also known for its significant support for students’ engagement in sports. The FELU
organises individual study and offers additional tutoring support for students who engage in high-level
sports activities.
“In 2012/2013 there were 52 undergraduate and 5 graduate student athletes, respectively,
with the special status categorized by the Slovenian Olympic Committee.”
Selected sport highlights:
In the University Basketball League 2012/13, the FELU’s women’s basketball team was champion for the
fourth consecutive year, while the men’s team was ranked in third place.
In the University League in indoor football – futsal 2012/13, the FELU’s team is the best of the best.
The FELU’s students have achieved remarkable success also in other sport areas: volleyball, tennis,
athletics, savate (french boxing), table tennis, billiard, golf, chess etc.

Gallery
The FELU has its own gallery. So far, the CEK Gallery has been exhibiting artwork of young artists. Altogether,
the FELU has hosted over 100 exhibitions, many of which featured young Slovenian artists: painters,
sculptors, photographers, illustrators, and ceramicists. Art works (sculptures) of a well-known artist (Jiři
Bezlaj) are displayed in the FELU’s courtyard.
“With its strongly cultural and artwork support the FELU is building a bridge between business
and the arts.”
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Appendix

Academic Units
ACADEMIC UNITS

CHAIR

Academic Unit for Economics

Nevenka Hrovatin Ph.D., Full Professor

Academic Unit for Money and Finance

Marko Košak Ph.D., Associate Professor

Academic Unit for International Economics
and Business

Katja Zajc Kejžar Ph.D., Associate Professor

Academic Unit for Management and
Organisation

Tomaž Čater Ph.D., Associate Professor

Academic Unit for Marketing

Vesna Žabkar Ph.D., Full Professor

Academic Unit for Entrepreneurship

Tea Petrin Ph.D., Full Professor

Academic Unit for Accounting and Auditing

Sergeja Slapničar Ph.D., Associate Professor

Academic Unit for Business Informatics and
Logistics

Jurij Jaklič Ph.D., Full Professor

Academic Unit for Mathematics, Statistics and
Operations Research

Marko Pahor Ph.D., Associate Professor

Academic Unit for Languages for Business
and Economics

Alenka Umek M.A., Teacher of Foreign Language

Selected Support Services
OFFICE/DEPARTMENTS

HEAD

Secretary General

Marjan Smonig

Assistant Secretary General
• Finance
• Legal affairs
• Business processes and IT

Dušan Jerše
Nataša Mulec
Saša Javorič

Academic and Student Affairs Unit

Tilen Balon

Research Unit

Rebeka Koncilja

Doctoral Programme Unit

Marko Pahor

CBE and Office for Corporate and Institutional
Connections

Monika Lapanja

International Relations and Confucius Institute

Danijela Voljč

Human Resources Office

Tamara Kaše

Quality Assurance Office

Smiljana Zajec

Public Relations Office

Urška Vrščaj Vovk, Dušica Vehovar Zajc
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